Dura-Curb is an easy-to-install raised separator system that provides superior channelization for motorists. Motorists are deterred from crossing over lane lines due to its raised profile. It can be used in a variety of applications.

LOW MAINTENANCE – WITHSTANDS REPEATED IMPACTS

The Dura-Curb modules are constructed of resilient HMW/HDPE plastic. This extremely durable material provides superior UV resistance and is unaffected by road salts and oils common to the roadway environment. When impacted, the Dura-Curb sections are resilient and return to their original shape. Dura-Curb is designed for severe use and can withstand repeated impacts. Dura-Curb’s delineator posts are also extremely durable and withstand repeated impacts. You will save time and money with every impact compared to brittle plastic systems that break and need constant replacement!

SUPERIOR VISIBILITY

The Dura-Curb features built-in color Vision Strips that are integrated into the curb modules. These strips form a continuous visual line for motorists to follow. Reflective arches enable the motorist to see the shape of the curb at night or in poor weather conditions. Hazard markers and delineators are also equipped with reflective sheeting for superior visibility.

QUICK-RELEASE BASE SYSTEM FOR DELINEATOR POSTS

A wide range of delineators can be added in seconds using Dura-Curb’s Quick Release Base System that is built into the modules. The delineators are designed to return to their original position after impacts – and withstand repeated impacts without requiring replacement.
WHY CHOOSE DURA-CURB?

» SEVERE USE DESIGN – Dura-Curb is the most durable and resilient raised separator system that is designed to withstand repeated impacts. Other raised separator systems are made out of rigid plastic that breaks upon impact.

» LOW MAINTENANCE – Dura-Curb’s highly durable design dramatically reduces maintenance time and costs for replacing curb sections and delineators.

» SUPERIOR CHANNELIZATION – Dura-Curb guides motorists and deters them from crossing over lane lines.

» SUPERIOR VISIBILITY – Dura-Curb features built-in color Vision Strips, reflective arches and sheeting to guide motorists in all conditions.

» QUICK RELEASE BASE SYSTEM – Makes replacing delineator posts fast and easy.

» MODULAR DESIGN – Dura-Curb is modular and can be installed at any site, positioned around obstructions and even used on curves.

Specifications describe standard products. Variations exist to meet particular project requirements. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Call: 888.447.7263
DURA-CURB.com

WATCH THE VIDEO AT DURA-CURB.COM

DURA-CURB™ APPLICATIONS

Dura-Curb can be used in a variety of applications to safely guide motorists and deter crossing over lane lines.
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